Polka Dot Parade Two Tags Basket
Stamp Set:

Mixed Bunch #125535 (wood) #125537 (clear)

Inks:

Daffodil Delight Classic Stampin’ Pad #126944

Card Stock:

Whisper White Card Stock #100730
Daffodil Delight Card Stock #119683
Polka Dot Parade Designer Series Paper #126902

Accessories:

Brights Buttons #119740
Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine #113439
Two Tags Die #115954
Blossom Punch #125603
1/16” Circle Punch #101227
White Baker’s Twine #124262
Sticky Strip #104294
Bone Folder #102300
Glue Dots #103683
SNAIL Adhesive #104332
Dimensionals #104430

Cutting Dimensions:
Daffodil Delight Card Stock

---

Designer Paper

---

Whisper White Card Stock
Baker’s Twine

-----

4 ¾” x 3” (cut 2)
2 7/8” x 6 ¾”
5/8” x 7”
4 ¾” x 3” (cut 2)
3/8” x 7”
3 ¾” x 2 ¾”
5”

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.)
1. Use the Big Shot to die-cut both large pieces of Daffodil Delight Card Stock & Designer Series Paper using
the largest tag on the Two Tags Die. Do not die-cut more than two layers of card stock or designer paper
at one time (since every Big Shot is calibrated differently, test this on yours to make sure it doesn’t cut all
the way through along score lines on the tag.)
Sandwich as follows: (from bottom to top)

Cutting Pad
Die
Card Stock or DSP (can die-cut 2 at a time)
Cutting Pad

2. Fold along all scored lines with a bone folder.
3. Adhere the Polka Dot DSP Tags to the card stock tags with SNAIL Adhesive, making sure not to put
adhesive over the slit at the top of the tags. Leave them open so it’s easier to insert the handle later.
4. Score along both long edges of 2 7/8” x 6 ¾” Daffodil Delight Card Stock at ½”. Turn and score along both
short edges at 2” (See Template above). Cut along solid black lines as shown in template. Fold along
score lines with bone folder.
5. Apply Sticky Strip onto flaps as indicated by red marks on template.
6. Remove sticky strip backing on the two small pieces on the center flaps. And adhere to side flaps one side
at a time to create box.
7. Remove remaining Sticky Strip backing and adhere the tags to the outside of the box. It’s easier to begin
positioning the lower ends of the tags over the box bottom and then fold up the sides.
8. Adhere the narrow strip of DSP to the handle with SNAIL Adhesive. Break down the fibers a little by running
the bone folder along the strip. Slide the handle one end at a time into the slits and use 1/16” Circle Punch
to punch a hole through all layers. Insert a brad.
9. Stamp flower image onto Whisper White Card Stock with Daffodil Delight ink. Punch with Blossom Punch.
10. Thread Baker’s Twine through the button holes and tie a knot. Attach a button to the center of the flower
with a Glue Dot.
11. Attach the flower to the basket with a Dimensional. Your basket is finished!
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